Abstract. How can one compute the sum of an infinite series s := a1 + a2 + · · · ? If the series converges fast, i.e., if the term an tends to 0 fast, then we can use the known bounds on this convergence to estimate the desired sum by a finite sum a1 + a2 + · · · + an. However, the series often converges slowly. This is the case, e.g., for the series an = n −t that defines the Riemann zeta-function. In such cases, to compute s with a reasonable accuracy, we need unrealistically large values n, and thus, a large amount of computation.
SOME QUADRATURE RULES WITH GREGORY END CORRECTIONS
We present one-parameter end corrections for elementary quadrature formula and we examine a property of this quadrature for the special values of the parameter. This paper continues the results from [3] . If some nodes depend on β, i.e. t i = t i (β) for i ∈ A ⊂ {0, 1, . . . , n}, then we call this the quadrature formula with parameter. The value
is called the (global) quadrature error.
One of the methods to compute the error EQ is the method that comes from Peano. First we determine the quadrature range s and next we compute the Peano kernel defined as follows K s (x) = EQ p(t) , Peano's theory (see [1] ) says, that for the function f ∈ C (s) [a − c, b + c] we have
If K s (x) is of constant sign, then from (1.3) we obtain a useful formula
A quadrature formula obtained by adding some correction terms to the trapezoidal rule is called the Gregory type. One of the examples of such quadrature can be written as follows Q
where
is the trapezoidal rule, and β is a parameter. The polynomial
is called the characteristic polynomial of the quadrature Q β n+5 . It is easy to verify that the quadrature (1.5) is of the fourth order if β is not a root of the characteristic polynomial v n , and of the sixth order if β is a root of this polynomial.
In the paper [3] the properties of the quadrature Q β n+5 for β from the interval (0, 
with some ξ ∈ [a, b].
In this paper we investigate the properties of (1.5) for the roots of the characteristic polynomial v n .
AN ANALYSIS OF GREGORY TYPE QUADRATURE FORMULAE
The roots of the characteristic polynomial v n (β) are α n = 2 9 n 1 + 2 cos ϕ n + 2π 3 ,
where ϕ n ∈ 0, π 2 and ϕ n = arccos 1 − 243 160n 2 .
It easy to verify, that
moreover the sequences {α n }, {β n } are decreasing, and α n < 0, β n > 0 for n = 1, 2, . . .. Theorem 1.1. The quadrature (1.5) with β = α n is of the sixth order, and the error estimation for any function f ∈ C (6) [a + 2α n h, b − 2α n h] can be expressed by
Proof. It is clear that the support of the Peano kernel
Taking advantage of the formula (1.4) it suffices to show, that the Peano kernel is negative in the interval (a + 2α n h, b − 2α n h). Directly from the definition, we can write the Peano kernel K αn 6 (x) in the form:
We will check that φ 1 , φ 2 , φ j 3 is negative in suitable intervals. Because of t < −2α n , we have t+2α n 5 < 0. Take into consideration the fact that α n < 0, we get φ 1 (t) < 0 in the interval −α n , −2α n , and moreover φ −2α n = 0.
Next, we observe that φ 2 (t) < 0 if and only if
This inequality is evidently true as α n < 0 and t ≥ 0.
Let us first define the auxiliary functions
A simple computation shows, that f (t) < 0 on (0, 1) and
This finishes the proof of the fact that the Peano kernel is negative. Integrating the Peano kernel over [a + 2α n h, b − 2α n h] we have (1.8), which agrees with the formula (1.4). 
Proof. Directly from the definition, we can write the Peano kernel K βn 6 (x) in the form:
We can now proceed analogously to the proof of the previous theorem. We prove that the kernel K βn 6 (x) is non-negative and from (1.4) after the integration of the Peano kernel we have (1.10). we can see that the quadrature Q G 3n (f ) has 3n function calls whereas the quadratures Q αn n+5 (f ), Q βn n+5 (f ) have n + 5 function calls. Evidently, n + 5 < 3n for n > 2.
SERIES ESTIMATION VIA BOUNDARY CORRECTIONS WITH PARAMETERS
The sum of a series
can be approximated by a finite sum N n=1 a n . The error of this estimation can be represented as the sum of the series ∞ n=N +1 a n . Therefore, if we have a method of estimating the sum of an infinite series, then this method will enable us to estimate the error of the N -term approximation. One way to estimate the sum of the series is to take into consideration the fact that a series can be viewed as an integral over an infinite domain
for some function f : [1, ∞) → R for which f (n) = a n for all n. Therefore, if for a given series, we know an explicitly integrable function f (x) with this property, then we can take the value I(f ) of the integral as an estimate for s.
Theorem 2.1. We assume that the function f is such that:
(1) f is either positive and decreasing, or negative and increasing,
3)
If f (6) < 0, then we get a similar inequality, but with the right-hand side instead of the left-hand side, and vice versa.
Proof. Let us rewrite the inequality (1.12) in an equivalent form
Bearing in mind the assumptions we can apply the Theorem 1.3 for the function f with a = m, h = 1, n ≥ 4. In our situation we have
Passing with n to ∞ in the inequality (2.4) we obtain
We complete the proof by adding the term
to the both sides of the inequality (2.5).
Theorem 2.1 generalizes results from [2] .
Example 3. Let us estimate the value of the Riemann function
) (x) = t(t + 1)(t + 2)(t + 3)(t + 4)(t + 5)
In Figure 2 we show the algebraic difference between the upper and lower estimates by the formula (2.3) for n = 10 and n = 15. Example 4. Let us estimate the sum of the series
To apply our method we must represent the sum of this series in the desired form. This can be done by combining together the neighboring terms of opposite sign, for instance Example 5. We consider the series
We can write this series in the form
